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•Choosing a site

•Drone Saturation

•Siting the Apideas

•Isolation from unwanted drones

•Moving Apideas to the site

•Moving queen cells to the site



Choosing a site

•Must have free access 7 days a week preferably without having to make an 

arrangement with a landowner/property owner for every visit.

•Must be secure from vandalism by local teenagers

•Make sure there is no risk of flooding from nearby rivers or ditches

•Must be reasonably secure from theft of equipment. Locked gates etc.

•Must have vehicle access preferably right up to the colonies and Apideas. 

Decent track in bad weather.



•Must have shade for the Apideas – a north facing high hedge is 

good or a large tree with overhanging branches

•Needs protection from wind

•At a distance from any agricultural spraying

•Preferably isolated or distant from non Amm colonies.

•Shelter for the beekeepers –shed, barn etc



Drone Saturation

• You can set up drone producing colonies on the site. 
These can also be used as cell raiser colonies





Bring  extra Drones to  the mating site in nucs

• Make up 3 frame nucs in a polynuc with 2 frames of worker brood, one frame of  sealed drone 
brood plus the adhering bees and the rest of the space filled with an insulated dummy board

• Add a queen cell and as well as getting a queen mated in a nuc you also add 1000+ drones to the 
mating site.

• Repeat this step every week with as many nucs as possible.

• A win win situation as you get a nuc with a mated queen as well as bringing extra drones to the site
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•Apideas are better on stands to save your 

back

•Put two on a stand facing opposite directions

•Raised pallets or scaffolding planks would 

also work

•Plenty of space is useful to be able to get 

more distance between Apideas

Setting out the Apideas



•The isolated mating site. 
•Height, or remoteness or both



A good isolated site but Apideas are too close together here



Site 
Security



Virgin queen
vs queen cell
• Virgin is put in first and a scoop of wet bees is 

dropped on top. leave closed for 2 days then open 
at mating site

• With an established Apidea containing bees and 
brood, it is easier to insert a ripe queen cell after 
removal of the previous mated queen.

• Success rate slightly better starting with a VQ



•Transport of queen cells to the mating site



Troubleshooting problems at the mating site

•Wasps

•Emerging bees showing signs of hybridisation

•Bees abscond

•Queen disappears

•Not enough bees

•Too many bees

•Bees make their own queen cell

•Too full of stores

•No stores/starvation

•laying workers

•Queen cell does not hatch

•Damage





That’s all folks!
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